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Slow Down to
See the World!
TEXT BY MONICA VARRI

It was truly wonderful to experience the beauty of dramatic
coastlines and remote island destinations!

48 FOREST&BLUFF

DECEMBER 2006

I

did it….. I slowed down and saw a part of the world – the cyclades

To start this journey, I arrived in Athens and ventured towards the coast-

of the Greek Aegean….and in a very unique way - aboard the

line outside of the city, staying one night at the Arion Resort and Spa, a

Callisto, a 30 passenger private yacht, better yet described as a float-

beautiful hotel, with spectacular views of the Athenian Riviera. The next

ing boutique hotel. Butterfield and Robinson, a luxury adventure compa-

day, my guide drove me along the coast – stopping for lunch at a local sea-

ny, renown for its one of a kind walking and biking journeys around the

side venue and for a visit of the amazing Temple of Poseidon. I then met

edges of the world, uses this small, intimate yacht in the calm

my fellow travel companions in Athens at the Hotel Grand Bretagne, the

Mediterranean waters to slip into in tiny whitewashed ports and

grand dame hotel– that just re-opened after a long two year $70 million

untouched beaches to allow guests to explore amazing islands on foot or

refurbishment. This is only place to stay in the city as its atmosphere is

by bike.

wonderful, service attentive and location perfect as it sits across the

Perhaps some of you, like me, have already visited Athens, and the islands

Constitution Square and is within short walking distance from the

of Santorini, Mykonos and Crete… But the itinerary Butterfield and

exclusive shopping areas, restaurants, open-air cafes of the plaka area, and

Robinson has crafted is typical of its kind as it explores a destination of a

museums. Athens, although it may very well be one of the most crowded

country few get to experience. I mean really – have you ever heard of the

cities I have ever visited, has a remarkable history of 7000 years with ori-

islands of Symi, Tilos, Amorgos, Sifnos or Paros – some of which are

gins shrouded in mythology. The first magnificent discovery for us in

truly undiscovered and others in which tourism is slowly breathing new

Athens was the Acropolis, one of the most significant archaeological sites

life? And the most fascinating aspect for me personally was being able to

in the world. To comprehend the masterminds of the Parthenon, the most

explore all of this on a bike or on foot.

famous of the monuments that dominates the Acropolis, is mind boggling
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as you gaze upon this lavish building structure built between 447 and 432
BC. No modern equipment used, yet still there - truly incredible!
After our two night stay in Athens, we flew to Rhodes – the largest of the
Dodecanese islands and just off the coast of Turkey. We explored the
medieval streets where the Knights of St. John, the religious order from
the 11th century, held court, and learned from our guide that the bronze
statue of Apollo, the Sun God, one of the seven wonders of the ancient
world, stood 32 meters high in the harbor’s entrance in 304 BC. We
lunched at a local taverna in Old Town before boarding the Callisto. In a
few hours, our first port of call was Symi, a barren, rocky island famous
for boatbuilding and sponge-diving. We warmed up by climbing some
serious 300 steps before reaching the top of the town of Kali Strata
(which means Beautiful Way). Great scenery awarded our efforts – old
castles, incredible harbour views, old monasteries, and abandoned villages. Hours later we descended to a hidden cove where we swam before
hopping on the Callisto. The next day’s venture was exploring Tilos, an
island of only 300 people by bike, and then Amorgos, Santorini, Sifnos
and Paros.
I have to admit – Santorini, the volcanic island, is by far the most romantic and most spectacular of the Greek islands. We walked from the town
of Fira alongside the high cliff top trails of the Caldera to Oia, the popular village that had been devastated in the 1956 earthquake where now
beautiful neo-classical mansions have been built. One must cope, however, with the tourists from the large cruise ships even in October as they
swarmed the shops and restaurants during the day…
So all in all, it was truly wonderful to experience the beauty of dramatic
coastlines and remote island destinations! Eating with the locals in the
seaside tavernas, learning from a mother and daughter team how to prepare the delicious baklava, walking and biking past white bell towers and
blue-domed churches really was so extraordinary! I so appreciated each
guides’ creativity, enthusiasm and flexibility. Everyday was a different
day. As an active traveler, I was able to trek the longest trails and bike the
more arduous routes. Some others, by choice, were driven to the top of
the hill to photograph the monastery and then rode their bikes down to
the village. I took advantage of the free time to stroll around the villages,
peruse the local shops, drink a cappuccino here and there, and swim at a
nearby beach. Gourmet dinners were served aboard the Callisto or in
local restaurants lining the bustling wharf of a remote island. We had
time to experience the local night life (Ouzo for sure) as well – making
sure we checked our times to return to the yacht before it set sail for the

“ANYONE CAN CHECK YOUR HOUSE OR OFFICE,
BUT WILL THEY KNOW WHAT TO DO OR WHO TO CALL
IN CASE OF AN EMERGENCY?”

CHARLES HOWE SR.
Retired Lake Bluff Police Lt.
& Former Green Beret

next adventure. Friendships were struck among the travelers as they
bonded chatting about their worldly adventures.
I would have never have known any of these islands even existed! There
is no access by plane – only boats and maybe ferries!
Monica Varri may be contacted at Lake Forest Travel by
calling

847.234.4940

or

you

may

send

an

email

to:

monica@lakeforesttravel.com. F&B
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Isn’t it time to slow down and see the world?
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